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Welcome 

This month we've explored the power of the thinking 
child, looked at the benefits of movement play, plus 
much more from our guest bloggers!

To top this off we've looked into the history of  
Remembrance Day, explored how fresh content can 
help your website's Google ranking and interviewed 
one of our male childcare assessors. 

If you'd like to share any stories with us in the next 
edition of Parenta magazine, email  
marketing@parenta.com

Allan Presland
Editor and CEO
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Nurseries struggling to recruit staff to 
deliver the 30 hours

Research has found that nurseries in England are 
struggling to recruit the staff they need to deliver 
the Government's 30 'free' hours.

The research was carried out by independent  
analysts Ceeda and revealed that 1 in 2 private 
and voluntary nurseries and pre-schools have  
vacancies, totalling an estimated 24,600 positions.

There is also an estimated 4,180 vacancies for 
apprentices and more than half of the remaining 
vacancies are for staff with level three childcare 
qualifications.

4 out for 5 nurseries have said that they have 
found it hard to fill staff vacancies and are  
worried that meeting the demand for the 30  
hours is at risk.

Dr Jo Verrill, managing director of Ceeda, said: 
"Recruitment difficulties are rife in the early years 
sector and show little sign of improving in the  
short term. It will take time to replace the fall-out  
in new entrants; meanwhile, wider market  
pressures are building.

"Employment levels are at 75.1 percent, their 
highest since comparable records began in 1971, 
mainly driven by increases in full-time female 
employment. We have also yet to feel the full 
impact of Brexit on labour supply, with an 
estimated six percent of childcare workers 
being EU Nationals.

"To recruit and retain staff employers need to 
remain competitive. As the 30-hour childcare 
offer rolls-out across the country, Government 
funding levels have an ever-increasing influence 
on what the sector can afford to pay its workers."

The research also revealed the challenges  
that nurseries and pre-schools face: many of  
those applying for jobs do not meet the job  
requirements, they do not have the required  
skills, the required disposition, the required  
qualifications or the required experience and  
there is a general lack of interest in childcare as  
a career option.

This recruitment crisis is due, in part, to the  
Government changing the requirements in 2014 
for level 3 childcare qualifications from Functional 
Skills to GCSEs in maths and English.

It has also been found that many people look at 
pay rates, career progression and the deep-rooted 
perceptions of childcare as a job for women  
having an impact on recruitment.

Neil Leitch, chief executive of the Pre-school  
Learning Alliance, has said how recruiting staff  
in early years is a 'huge obstacle' for childcare 
providers wanting to offer the 30 hours.

He said: "Unfortunately, we are still feeling the 
effects of the Government's ill-thought-out  
qualification policy which required Level 3  
childcare practitioners to have English and  
Maths GCSEs, rather than functional skills � and 
while this has now rightly been scrapped, it's 
going to take some time for the sector to recover 
from the impact of this on the workforce.

"Add to this the fact that, as a result of historic  
government underfunding, childcare remains a 
low-pay, low-status career, and it's no surprise 
that providers are struggling to attract new  
recruits. If the 30 hours is to have any chance  
of succeeding, we need to be able to attract and 
retain quality, experienced childcare staff � and 
this means paying them a fair wage for what is 
an absolutely vital educational role.

"Put simply, if you don't have enough staff, you 
can't offer more places � or extended hours � to 
local families."
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What’s cooking at Tops Salisbury…

Spending time in the kitchen and cooking new  
recipes helps children to develop a positive  
connection to all different types of foods  
including fruits and vegetables. Forming a  
positive experience with fresh foods is so  
important because healthy foods are the  
foundation for good nutrition.

The latest addition to the Tops Day Nurseries  
family, Tops Salisbury, have officially launched  
its extremely popular Tops Cooking School as  
an extra-curricular activity for its children. The 
cooking workshops will be run twice a week at  
the nursery for children to learn, make and get 
excited about food.

Children will be involved in the whole cooking  
process and learn skills such as mixing,  
kneading, chopping and pouring all with  
close support, to encourage and develop the  
skills of independence.

The recipes that the children will be following  
stem from the nurseries' own no-added sugar 
menus. Tops Day Nurseries launched their  
new no-added sugar menus across all 19  
nurseries in support of the current national  
campaign to promote healthy living amongst  
children. The new menus have been designed  
to ensure the children have a fully balanced  
diet throughout the day, and importantly have 
reduced the sugar intake with the meals and  
desserts provided.

Tops Day Nurseries also received a visit from  
multi-Michelin starred chef Jean-Christophe  
Novelli, after Tops Day Nurseries was brought to 
his attention following a segment on the news.

Jean-Christophe commented, "It is wonderful to 
see that Tops Day Nurseries are as keen as I  
am to help our children and their parents  
understand nutrition from this important age of 
their development, I only wished more schools 
were this conscientious".

Recently, the children enjoyed getting mucky  
making tuna fishcakes. They used their fine  
and gross motor skill to peel and chop the  
vegetables, crack the eggs into a bowl, then  
using their utensils or hands they mixed all the 
ingredients up together. Other tasty treats include 
blueberry muffins and chicken couscous salad.

Younger children have been learning how  
to chop fruit for snack time using special safe 
cutting knives.

The step-by-step nature of following a recipe  
helps build children's comprehension and  
reasoning skills. Food nourishes our bodies,  
provides comfort, and can symbolise love and 
security. When children help in the preparation of 
a meal, they feel they are making an important 
contribution to the adult world.  This fills them 
with a sense of pride, personal satisfaction and 
self-confidence. 

Tops Salisbury offers childcare for children aged  
3 months � school age, as well as for 5- 14 year 
olds through the nursery's play scheme.
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Parenta timeline of developments

Our development teams are working flat out on the next versions of our products. The timelines below 
show the projects we are currently working on, and provide an indication of when we expect them to 
become live.

We very much welcome your input into the design of the next stages of our products. We review all 
requests and suggestions to ensure that we deliver products with as much additional functionality as we 
can. 

Please note these indicative timelines are based on the development as we currently understand it. 
Should we receive requests for additional functionality, beyond that currently planned, timelines are 
likely to expand. 
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Quarter 4 October - December

We're adding the functionality for parents to upload home observations which will 
then feed back into the Footsteps system. We're also adding in facilities to take 
payment of nursery fees.

We've listened to our customers and are upgrading Footsteps to include more 
functionality. This will include the facility to add videos, COEL and cohort tracking to 
name a few of the enhancements coming.

Quarter 1 2018 Quarter 2 2018

Abacus 2 is well under way, with Portal phase 2 being the underlying platform. 
We've now designed all of the settings' pages for Abacus 2 and they will be the 
next items to be developed. Then, it's on to Children and Families before we move 
to the revised version of invoicing. These new functions will be added as they're 
completed and we're expecting to have the finance section ready in quater 4 of 
this year.

Parent App Phase 2

Footsteps 2

Abacus 2 - Children, Families and Finance



8 ways to stay well this winter

It's that time of year when there's a noticeable chill 
in the air and the nights are starting to draw in. 
The change in seasons presents a challenge for 
our health, especially as cold and flu bugs start to 
circulate.
 
Here, we've put together 8 ways to help you stay 
fit and well over winter:

1. Choose “in season” food

Where possible, try to eat "in season" fruit and veg 
such as blackberries, pears, carrot and beetroot. 
Not only will it have done fewer air miles to get to 
your shopping basket but foods in season contain 
the nutrients and minerals that our bodies need at 
this time of year. For example, butternut squash 
and apples are packed with vitamin C to boost our 
resistance to colds.

2. Go outdoors often

As the evenings start to draw in, the low levels of 
daylight can cause some of us to feel tired and a 
bit down. In fact, studies have shown that 1 in 3 
people in the UK suffers from Seasonal  
Affective Disorder (SAD). Seasonal Affective  
disorder is sometimes called "winter depression"  
as symptoms worsen with the change in  
seasons. One way to combat this is to get  
outside and make the most of the natural daylight 
whenever possible. 

3. Have a flu vaccination 

Flu symptoms can come on quickly and spread  
to others through sneezing, coughing and  
touching surfaces which have been contaminated 
with the bodily fluids of an infected person.  
Symptoms include a sudden fever of 38c or above, 
aching body, sore throat, feeling exhausted,  
diarrhoea or tummy pain, cough and headache. 

If you fall into the category of having a serious 
medical condition such as asthma, are over 65, 
or pregnant, then you may be more susceptible 
to contracting flu. The Government advises these 
more vulnerable groups to have a flu vaccination.

4. Boost your vitamin C intake 

Whilst the best source of vitamin C is from natural 
fruit and veg, if your diet is deficient in these fruits 
then it may be worth taking a supplement. The 
following foods are high in this essential vitamin: 

¥ oranges and orange juice
¥ red and green peppers
¥ strawberries
¥ blackcurrants
¥ broccoli
¥ Brussel sprouts
¥ potatoes

Vitamin C has several important functions in the 
body, including protecting cells and keeping them 
healthy. The NHS website advises that adults 
(aged 19-64 years old) need 40mg of vitamin C  
a day. 
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5. Have a hearty breakfast

There's nothing nicer than being able to tuck into a 
warm breakfast on a cold winter morning. Having 
a bowl of porridge is a great way to start your day, 
and gives you slow release energy to keep you full 
for longer. Oats also contain lots of vital vitamins 
and minerals.

Make your porridge with low-fat milk or a  
non-dairy alternative such as almond milk or  
water, and don't add sugar or salt. Top with a 
sliced banana, raisins, mango or other fruit for  
extra flavour and to help you hit your  
5-a-day target.

6. Increase your intake of vitamin D 

Studies have shown that Vitamin D, which our 
bodies normally synthesise from the sun, can  
help to ease depression, as well as reducing the 
symptoms of heart disease.

From about late March/early April to the end of 
September, most people should be able to get all 
the vitamin D they need from sunlight. However, 
outside of these months, it is much harder to do 
so. Foods which are naturally high in  
vitamin D include:

¥ oily fish � such as salmon, sardines,  
 herring, mackerel and fresh tuna
¥ red meat
¥ liver
¥ egg yolks
¥ fortified foods � such as most fat spreads   
 and some breakfast cereals

7. Stay hydrated

Current recommendations for how much fluid you 
should take in do vary, but many people aim to 
drink 6-8 glasses of water a day. However, your 
fluid requirements may vary depending on how 
active your lifestyle is. 

Keeping an eye on the colour of your urine is a 
good indication of whether you're dehydrated.  If 
your urine is colourless or light yellow, you know 
that your body is well-hydrated. If your urine is 
dark yellow, however, this can be a sign  
of dehydration.  

8. Get more sleep 

A recent study has shown that lack of sleep can 
contribute to us getting sick. Researchers at the 
UW Medicine Sleep Centre examined 11 pairs of 
identical twins with different sleep patterns,  
taking blood samples from each. They found  
overwhelmingly that the twin who got less sleep 
had a more depressed immune system compared 
with their sibling.

Not sure how much sleep you should be getting? 
The Sleep Council recommends that the average 
person aged 18- 65 years old needs 7-9 hours per 
day. Find out how to create the perfect  
environment for a restful night's sleep here. 
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What are the benefits of co-locating 
nurseries in nursing homes? 

The first nursery co-located within a care home in 
the UK, Apples and Honey Nightingale, opened in 
September this year. The 30-place setting is based 
within a residential care home for elderly Jewish 
residents in Clapham, London. 

Apples and Honey Nightingale is the first of its  
kind in many respects, rolling out a curriculum  
with planned inclusive activities for two  
generations at different ends of the spectrum.

The principal of the nursery, Judith Ish-Horowicz, 
said: "'There are nurseries that have relationships 
with care homes, but this is the first time I'm aware 
of when the whole raison d'�tre is to have daily 
planned activities, particularly structured for  
children and residents together." 

The nursery is located in what would previously 
have been nurses' quarters and a maintenance 
building, with its own garden area and pet corner. 
The residential care home has around 200  
elderly residents, many of whom are in their 90s 
and older. 

Ms Ish-Horowicz hopes that her setting will  
become a model for other childcare providers. 

Blending two worlds together - a  
social experiment

Earlier this year, a Channel 4 documentary called 
Old People's Home for Four-Year-Olds saw 
pre-schoolers swap their nursery for a nursing 
home for six weeks. The programme's makers  
revealed the startling statistic that 60% of care 
home residents never receive a single visitor. In 
this light, it's easy to see why many elderly  
residents suffer from social isolation, loneliness 
and depression.

In a unique social experiment, the documentary 
highlighted how much the 11 residents enjoyed 
participating in activities with the children.  

Scientists took physical and mental markers of the 
residents' health at the beginning of the  
experiment and again at the end. 

Geriatric specialists saw a marked improvement  
in the residents' positivity and mental outlook. 
More surprisingly, however, were the huge  
improvements in the residents' mobility during  
the 6-week trial. 

One resident, who relied heavily on a zimmer 
frame to move around, took part in a sports  
day race with her 4-year-old partner. With  
encouragement from the child, she began  
running to get to the finish line! Her fellow  
residents remarked how amazing it was, they  
had never seen the lady run before.      

During the experiment, many of the children 
formed close bonds with their elderly companions. 
They were able to benefit from interactions with 
and attention from male residents, too. In a sector 
which is heavily populated with female caregivers, 
children's exposure to these kinds of interactions 
with male role models is very valuable.   

Sharing resources and costs 

The benefits of co-locating a nursery in a  
residential care home, however, are not just social. 
There are logistical and economic benefits which 
include sharing maintenance costs and other  
resources such as training, catering and HR. 

Cheryl Hadland is the managing director of  
Hadland Care Group, which includes Tops Day 
Nurseries and Reside Care Home. Whilst both 
businesses are run by the same group, they don't 
co-locate like Apples and Honey Nightingale. 
Instead, they link the nurseries and care homes in 
other ways:  

"The children visit quite regularly to sing at 
Christmas, and share events such as Harvest 
Festival, fireworks, and Easter," says Ms Hadland. 
"They enjoy having a snack together, looking at the 
pets at the care home, as well as interacting with 
the residents," she adds.

"The residents are very happy to see something 
different, and enjoy reminiscing about their own 
childhood or their own children or grandchildren."

The difficulties presented by co-location

Whilst it's wonderful to see interactions between 
old and young unfold, blending the care of two 
markedly different generations can present its own 
difficulties too. Careful and close staff supervision 
is essential as both age groups are vulnerable and 
need safeguarding. 

Another huge challenge which presents itself with 
intergenerational care is finding a suitable site 
which can be transformed to accommodate for 
both sets of services.  

As time goes on, the increasing birth rate in the UK 
and the simple fact that people are living longer 
will mean that there will be an increasing demand 

for childcare and residential care. 

Co-locating the two services brings together two 
communities who have been isolated and kept 
apart, providing unequivocal benefits for children 
and elderly residents alike. 

Co-location is a viable means of creating a  
sustainable provision and pioneers like Apples  
and Honey Nightingale are successfully modelling 
the way forward for other childcare providers.  
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Supporting children through a  
family breakdown

The Office for National Statistics states that there 
are 4.8 million families who fall under the  
category of married or civil partner couples with 
dependent children. Recent statistics also show 
that 42% of marriages end in divorce. This means 
that over 2 million children a year are likely to  
experience a family breakdown. What's not  
factored into this quantity is the relationship  
deterioration of unmarried couples, meaning the 
true number of children affected by a family  
breakdown likely to be much higher.   

How seriously a child is affected by a parental 
break-up can depend on several factors such as 
the child's age, their understanding of the situation 
and what support they receive. 

Many parents may feel that, especially if their child 
is very young, that they cannot understand what's 
happening during a break-up. However, there's 
no doubt that children are sensitive to emotional 
changes around them. At night-time, they may 
even have heard their parents arguing downstairs 
and come onto the landing to listen without the 
parents realising. 

Seeing the child’s perspective 

Pre-school children feel very vulnerable at the  
potential or actual loss of an important person in 
their lives. This can be exacerbated if they  
recognise the loss of a parent but they're unable  
to understand what's happening. This may lead  
to a fear of abandonment by both parents. 

Added to this, pre-schoolers often see themselves 
as architects of their world and, because of this 
egocentricity, may blame themselves for their 
parents splitting up. Very young children need 
reassurance that they are not to blame for the 
break-up and that there was nothing they could 
have done to stop it. 

Children tend to be emotional barometers and 
childcare practitioners can often pick up on  
differences in their behaviour whilst this difficult  
situation unfolds at home. Some of the key  
emotions and behaviours a child may experience 
during a family breakdown are: 

- A fear of being left alone
- Distress and sadness
- Regression in their behaviours such as  
 bedwetting or clinginess
- Anxiety which can present as digestive   
 problems e.g stomach ache 
- A sense of loss 
- Guilt/blaming themselves for having   
 caused the break-up 
- A sense of abandonment, rejection  
 or insecurity 
- A hope that their parents will reconcile  
 their relationship

Some of these behaviours may be made worse by 
changes in the child's living arrangements, such 
as moving home. Often, children's lives are rocked 
by a parental split and the only consistency in 
their lives may be the care provided by a childcare 
setting. 

The practitioner’s role  

Parents tend to see early years practitioners as 
impartial, in that they only want what's best for the 
child. This places them in an ideal position to talk 
to parents when they notice a change in the child's 
behaviour. Practitioners can support a child much 
better if they know the full extent of the situation 
and how this may affect the child.  

Tips for supporting children and their parents 
through a family breakdown:

- Get the most up-to-date information on the  
 situation and check with parents about   
 what the child already knows 
- Sit down with the setting manager and the  
 child's parents (jointly or separately) to 
 ascertain the best way to support the 
 child together
- Advise parents to give honest, simple  
 answers to their children 
- Make use of resources or books which can  
 be read with the child, exploring the theme  
 of family breakdown or divorce in a  
 sensitive way.
- Use books to look at different types of   
 families, reassuring the children that
 every family is unique. You could have a   
 board displaying each of the children with   
 their individual families. 
- Signpost parents to outside support and   
 advice agencies, if necessary
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   Helen Garnett is a mother of  
   4, and committed and  
   experienced Early Years  
   consultant. She co-founded  
   a pre-school in 2005  
   and cares passionately   
   about young children and  
 connection. As a result, she has written a book  
'Developing Empathy in Preschool Children: a 
handbook for Practitioners', out in October 2017. 
She has also co-written an Early Years curriculum 
and assessment tool, at present being  
implemented in India. Helen is also on the Think  
Equal team, a global initiative led by Leslee Udwin, 
developing empathy in pre-schools and schools 
across the world.

Article: The power of the thinking child

   Tamsin Grimmer is an  
   experienced early  
                                    years consultant and trainer   
   and parent who is  
   passionate about 
   young children’s learning
   and development. She  
   believes that all children  
deserve practitioners who are inspiring,  
dynamic, reflective and committed to improving  
on their current best. Tamsin particularly enjoys 
planning and delivering training and supporting 
early years practitioners and teachers  
to improve outcomes for young children.

Follow Tamsin on Facebook, visit her website or 
email tamsingrimmer@hotmail.co.uk

Article: I like to move it, move it!

    

   Jo Morris has been in Early   
   Years for 21 years; she holds  
   the NNEB Diploma and  
                                     has worked as a nanny and  
   cr�che manager, working at  
   sporting events across  
                                    Europe and the Middle East. 
 
For the past 9 years, she has been the manager 
of a large PVI setting, gaining her Early Years  
Degree in 2015 and setting up a new company  
to grow the business. 

Supporting practitioners is a key part of this and 
as such she is the spokesperson for Champagne 
Nurseries on Lemonade Funding, a campaign 
group supporting the sector by calling for a  
change in the legislation around the 30 hours 
‘free’ childcare policy. 

You can contact Jo at 
 jo@champagnenurseries.com 

Article: Delivering effective Continuous 
Professional Development: easier said 
than done?

Meet our industry experts
Each month there will be a collection of articles from industry experts, all of whom have a mass of experience in sec-
tor. 

This month we have articles from:

Interested in writing for us?

If you would like to join our team of industry experts, we'd love to hear from you. 

Contact marketing@parenta.com stating your field of interest, and we'll be in touch!
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The power of the thinking child

If we teach children everything we know, their 
knowledge is limited to ours. 

If we teach children to think, their knowledge is 
limitless.1 

Thinking is a crucial part of our development. It is 
how we make sense of the world. As we get older, 
our thinking becomes more sophisticated. This 
cannot happen in isolation. Thinking develops  
best when children are encouraged to think.  
Research indicates strongly that when children 
have supportive adults supporting their thinking, 
they will do better than those whose thinking has 
been typically solitary or influenced by peers.

Many years ago, my youngest child, aged 5, had 
a particularly entertaining idea for a business 
model. After listening to lots of chat with his  
siblings about how we could all become  
overnight millionaires, he said,

"I've got a good idea for making money." 
"What?" we asked, with rather low expectations.
"You buy loads of Xboxes."
"Yes," we all said, getting quite impressed.
"And you smash them all up..."
"Yes...?" we went, a little less certain now.
"Then you mend them, and sell them online!" he 
finished in triumph.

Needless to say, he was suitably crushed when  
his siblings howled with laughter for five minutes. 
And yet my son's cognitive thinking skills were 
working well. He simply hadn't done any critical  
or reflective thinking!

Thinking is as natural as breathing.  We are  
wired to think. Yet successful thinking doesn't 
come naturally. Successful thinking requires  
collaboration.  If my son and I had spent a few 
minutes talking about the broken Xboxes, we 
could have thought out loud with words like "I  
think that..." and "What do you think?" I can  
guarantee that he would have arrived at a  

different conclusion, just because someone had 
'thought' alongside him. Together we would have 
made the thinking VISIBLE.

Making thinking visible is vital in early years  
settings.  Shared thinking between an adult and 
child transforms weak and unformed thought  
processes into creative and powerful ones. It  
literally 'grows' the thought process, leading 
towards more complex ideas, particularly in 
pre-schoolers. Shared thinking raises the bar,  
especially for the most curious of children.

This works on two levels. To start with, using the 
word 'think' - "I think we can make our tower much 
stronger. What do you think?"- opens up  
the thought processes. In addition, these simple 
'out loud' thinking words prepare the child for  
successfully thinking on his own.

And that leads us to a deeper type of shared  
thinking, namely Sustained Shared Thinking (SST). 
This is where  'two or more individuals work  
together in an intellectual way to solve a problem, 
clarify a concept, evaluate activities, extend a  
narrative... both parties must contribute to the 
thinking and it must develop and extend.' 2

Research indicates strongly that any setting  
using this type of thinking is up amongst the  
most effective ones. Really? Thinking together 
helps a preschool become more effective? How 
does that work? What makes thinking so powerful?

It all boils down to connection. Relationships are 
established when we pay close attention to  
another's thought processes. This two-way  
thinking deepens the connection between  
two individuals.

Imagine a child's thinking when they are engaged 
in an activity that profoundly stirs and stimulates 
their interest. Place an interested and alert adult 
next to them, making their own thinking visible, 
and urging the child to do the same. What  
happens? The child's thought processes whirr  
into action. Learning happens. The more a child 
'practises' thinking, the more established the  
neural pathways for thinking become.

Preschool children think out loud. We hear  
them as they play, 'I'm going to make the dinner, 
it's pasta!' Thinking out loud creates ideas and 
solves problems. Thought and self-talk become 
connected.

This is the time to create powerful thinkers!  
We don't have to wait until a child is older. Early 
Years is when a child's windows of 'thinking'  
are wide open. All we have to do is partner  
their thinking.

'What do you think...' can be one of the most  
powerful questions we can ask. Careful,  
considered shared thinking creates inquisitive  
and absorbed children and these are the children 
who will love to learn.

Job done.

1Michael Baker, President of The Critical Thinking Company
2 Siraj-Blatchford et al (2002) Researching Effective Pedagogy 
in the Early Years. Dfes.

By Helen Garnett
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Delivering effective Continuous  
Professional Development: easier 
said than done?
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) is a 
term we hear often. We know it's important -  
Ofsted expect us to keep our knowledge up to 
date and practitioners often report feeling more 
confident, enthused and engaged after  
attending courses. 

First aid is now required for all newly qualified  
Early Years Educators. Without it, these  
practitioners cannot be counted in ratios. Child 
protection awareness must form part of the  
induction of new staff and courses such as food 
hygiene are often covered at induction, too. These 
are very important in ensuring the children's  
wellbeing, but how do we continue to improve  
our day-to-day practice? 

Short CPD courses such as promoting positive  
behaviour, supporting children with Special  
Educational Needs and Disabilities, maths in the 
early years and courses on working in partnership 
with parents provide practitioners with  
opportunities to reflect on their current practice 
and to explore suggestions for changes and  
improvements.

With the sector quite rightly expecting to be 
recognised for our professionalism and the huge 
emphasis placed on outcomes for children, it is 
important that CPD features high on our priorities 
list. But how do we ensure that it is effective?

Barriers to delivering CPD

There are many factors that can make delivering 
CPD difficult, including difficulties in releasing staff 
to go on courses due to ratios or the cost of 
covering them to be out of the setting.

Sourcing good quality CPD can be a challenge and 
many local authorities who used to deliver short 
courses have had to cut or limit these due to 
funding constraints. In my local authority, we are 
limited as to how many practitioners from each 
setting can attend each course. This is 

understandable, but with 25 staff and 2 places per 
setting limit, it would take 13 sessions to get our 
whole team on the course.

The timings of the courses can prove difficult, 
either due to ratios or, increasingly, because CPD 
courses or development days are being held at 
weekends. Again, this is understandable as it 
means for most of us that our settings are closed 
but it also means asking our teams to attend 
training on their day off, after a busy week at work.

The same can be said of delivering CPD courses 
at staff meetings. As a full daycare setting, we do 
not close for inset days so these are held in the 
evening after a busy day and it's important that 
we remember this when we are trying to deliver 
effective CPD. 

Cost is a huge factor, with most settings feeling 
the pinch of delivering the new 30-hour offer for 3 
and 4-year-olds. When faced with statutory rises 
in our costs such as yearly increases in National 
Minimum Wage and statutory pension 
contributions, combined with increases in the 
cost of utilities and consumables, something
 has to give.

Thinking outside of the box

These difficulties mean that we have had to be 
selective about what CPD we offer and creative in 
how we deliver it. We recently delivered a first aid 
course which means that our staff team is now 
100% first aid qualified. Although not a statutory 
requirement, this is best practice. If we had paid 
our team for their time as well as for the course, 
it would have cost us over £4000 and this would 
have been prohibitive for us.

The huge rise in online courses in recent years is 
both a positive and a problem. It is great that there 
is such a variety of online learning available and 
that it can be accessed 24/7 (which removes some 
of the time constraints) but with so much available, 

how do we know which courses are worthwhile 
and how do we ensure that our teams are actively 
taking in the information if they are sitting alone in 
front of a computer?

We have recently started buying online courses 
and delivering them in small groups during  
quieter times or to the whole of the staff team  
at staff meetings. For example, we purchased  
one food hygiene course and went through it  
together, with each team member having to take 
the test at the end in silence so that we knew 
the answers were their own. This meant that 
we trained the whole team, using an accredited 
course, for under £200. 

The benefits of undertaking training as a team

As the nursery manager, undertaking these  
courses with our team allows me to see the depth 
and quality of the courses we purchase. I often 
find the conversations that happen during training 
sessions are where the real value comes in. For 
example, during a recent online course on  
supporting 2-year-olds in the EYFS, it was great  
to hear our 2-3's staff discussing how they could  
implement the various suggestions in their room. 

The conversation turned to a child who had used 
the word 'gigantic' in his play one day. As a result 
of that conversation, the room now has 'word of 
the month' where they introduce a new word and 
use it frequently for the month so that the children 
hear it often and in context. This may not have 
happened if the team had not had the time to sit 
and discuss this and take it to the next stage. 

It's interesting to consider the differences between 
the availability of CPD in the different parts of the 
sector. School nurseries, for example, will usually 
take inset days during which the team can  
undertake CPD, whilst daycare settings generally 
don't so we have to try to fit it in as best we can. 
Nannies can be Ofsted registered but do not have 
the same opportunities open to them as school/ 
PVI teams do. 

A new company based in Wiltshire has recognised 
this and begun delivering CPD courses for nannies. 
Wise Nannies (https://www.wise-nanny.co.uk) is 
the brainchild of Vikki Matcham and Laura  
LeTurner, both former nannies with a combined  
total of over 60 years in the sector. They  
recognised this gap in the market and now  
deliver courses for nannies so that they have  
easy access to CPD.

The importance of CPD at a time of budget cuts

With many local authorities having to make huge 
savings to their budgets, many of the support  
services which were available for families have 
now been cut, meaning that childcare  
professionals are taking on an increasingly  
wider remit of family support. Children's centres, 
which were opened specifically to offer this  
support, are cutting services or closing in their 
droves which has increased the pressure on  
settings to step in to fill the gap.

Many families who need advice on general 
parenting/family issues will never meet the 
threshold to receive it via social services, so it can 
be very difficult to know where to signpost these 
families to go to for the answers they are looking 
for. Wise Nanny also offers parenting workshops 
which can help fill this gap.

With 94% of the sector now judged 'good' or 
'outstanding' by Ofsted, we are getting something 
right and we should be very proud of that. CPD 
can only improve our provision, so it is vital that we 
continue to look for creative ways to deliver it. 

By Jo Morris
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I like to move it, move it!

I recently watched a TED talk about physical 
education (PE) and its impact on cognitive 
development.  It shared what many early years 
practitioners have always known � that 
physically active children are learning children.  
We talk about active learning in terms of children 
being engaged in their learning, but we also 
need to consider keeping learning active � in a 
physical sense.
  
When children are moving, their brains are 
working harder and this makes them more 
receptive to new learning.  So movement has a 
positive impact on the brain.  There have been 
a number of research studies which have found 
links between the physical fitness of children and 
how well they perform in memory, reading and 
maths tests.  In addition, the Millennium Cohort 
Study found a correlation between a delay in gross 
and fine motor development in a child's first year 
and delayed cognitive development at age five. 

Neurologists talk about 'sensitive periods' or 
'windows of opportunity' as they are more widely 
known, which are times when our brains are most 
receptive to learning certain things.  Learning  
outside these windows is harder, but not  
impossible.  The window of opportunity for gross 
motor development is from the antenatal period 
until around five years old, and the equivalent 
window for fine motor development is from shortly 
after birth until about nine years old.  It is important 

to remember that these critical periods are not the 
only time that learning takes place, we continue 
learning throughout our lives, however, they do 
highlight the importance of the pre-school phase.

There are many ways that we can use this 
research in our practice:

¥ Introduce movement experiences early and  
 within the windows of opportunity for 
 optimum benefit
¥ Encourage a positive attitude to movement  
 � the foundation for a lifetime of  
 good health
¥ Include activities that integrate visual 
 information with fine and gross motor   
 movements, e.g. throwing and catching 
 a ball
¥ Provide children with lots of sensory-
 motor experiences 
¥ Include a variety of gross motor 
 movements, e.g. crawling, creeping, body   
 rolling, jumping
¥ Combine movement activities with music   
 as this presents an excellent 
 learning medium for young children
¥ Embed movement play into every area  
 of learning, don't limit it to 
 physical development
¥ Join children in movement play and role   
 model different ways to move 

¥ Ensure that learning opportunities are as   
 active as possible, e.g. review any    
 times when children are more sedentary   
 and incorporate movement into these parts  
 of your routine
¥ Value spontaneous movement play indoors  
 as much as outdoors by providing  
 adequate space to enable children to move  
 how they wish and when
¥ Encourage babies and young children to   
 move in ways on the floor that are    
 important for development, e.g. crawling  
¥ Ensure that the environment, resources   
 and experiences offered promote and not   
 prohibit movement
¥ Support children's natural ability to risk   
 assess for themselves and supervise   
 children who do not have this ability   
 yet, providing extra help to ensure everyone  
 stays safe.

You may like to have a look at the Department of 
Health's Physical Activity Guidelines as they 
provide useful leaflets aimed at parents offering 
ideas for keeping active. Children under 5 years 
should be physically active daily for a minimum 
of three hours split throughout the day.  In a busy 
early years setting, once you take out routine 
activities such as group times, snacks, meals, 
naps, stories and so on, it might be tricky to find a 
spare three hours to be active!

One of the best ways to get children moving is 
to move with them!  So get out of your chair and 
move it, move it!

By Tamsin Grimmer
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V81cO8xyMaI
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/uk-physical-activity-guidelines


Situated within the beautiful surroundings of 
Stanmore Place the nursery has been designed 
to a high specification to meet with three learning 
rooms, each specifically tailored to different 
age groups; in addition, there is a communal 
garden, separate earthy and adventurous baby 
garden and a modern style balcony area. 
Stanmore Place is delighted to welcome BLS 
to their strong community.  Deepu Chandralal 
(Stanmore Estate Manager) commented that 
"the residents are looking forward to having this 
established institution within the estate which 
will definitely aid in having a positive contribution 
toward the community."

Bright Little Stars Nursery will be creating 35 jobs 
for people in the local community and is open 
8 am to 6 pm, 50 weeks a year, providing a 
valuable option for care for working parents. 
Participating in both 15 and 30 hours free 
entitlement for 3- and 4-year-olds and accepting 
Tax-Free Childcare payments for any age this 
opening will help fill the local shortfall of quality 
nursery places available.

For more information about Bright Little Stars 
Stanmore, please visit: www.BrightLittleStars.com

On Saturday 14th October 2017, Bright Little Stars 
Stanmore officially opened its doors and was 
bustling with prospective parents and children 
from the outset. 

Joined by the Deputy Mayor of London for 
Business (Mr Rajesh Agrawal), Mayor of Harrow 
(Cllr Margaret Davine), the Mayoress (Mrs Marilyn 
Devine), Local MP (Bob Blackman), Cllr Ameet 
Jogia, Cllr Bharat Thakker, Elliott Van Emden (from 
TV series The Apprentice 2017) as well as guests 
from Stanmore Place Estate and the Residents 
Association, the official opening ceremony was 
a huge success. 

Cllr Ameet Jogia says "It is a pleasure to welcome 
Bright Little Stars to Stanmore. There is a shortage 
of high-quality childcare in the immediate 
area and so the nursery's opening will be very 
welcome by local residents. Aside from 
providing jobs, the nursery will also be 
contributing to our local community by offering 
use of its dedicated community space for local 
groups and organisations."

Bright Little Stars Stanmore is the newest 
addition to the BLS family.  Founded in 2012, 
the privately-run nursery group aims to provide 
exceptional care and learning whilst supporting 
each child to reach their own individual potential 
in a happy, healthy and safe learning 
environment.  Bright Little Stars respect children 
as individuals and encourage them to follow their 
ethos of truth, love and compassion.  

The unique Bright Little Stars Learning Programme, 
purpose built modern facilities, generous 
outdoor provisions and on-site freshly prepared 
food make this nursery group one of the most 
renowned in North West London.  Bright Little 
Stars Mill Hill, the first nursery in the group is 
rated Outstanding in all areas by Ofsted. 
They now look to bring this same passion, care 
and service to Stanmore.

Nursery Manager, Sarina Pithwa, says "Our 
adventure is just beginning and we look forward 
to creating memories that will last a lifetime."

Prestigious guests join the grand 
opening of Bright Little  
Stars Stanmore
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http://www.BrightLittleStars.com


Fawkes’s motivation

Why did Guy Fawkes want to blow up the Houses 
of Parliament? At the time, the country was  
divided between Catholicism and Protestantism. 
In 1605, England was a Protestant country led by 
King James I. However, the plotters were Catholic. 
It was incredibly hard to worship as a Catholic, 
so devotees were driven underground to practice 
their faith. Fawkes and his fellow conspirators 
wanted England to return to the Catholic faith  
and hoped that their plot would be a means to 
achieve exactly that. 

The tradition of Bonfire Night began the same  
year as the Gunpowder Plot was foiled. Following 
the thwarting of the plot, Londoners were  
encouraged to celebrate the King's escape  
from assassination by lighting bonfires and this  
tradition continues today.

Remember, remember the fifth  
of November

On the 5th November every year, bonfires are lit  
in public parks and gardens around the  
country. Sparklers are ignited and the night skies 
are showered with the loud bangs and bright 
lights of firework displays. But what is the  
meaning behind this annual tradition which 
centres on fire and light? Well, Bonfire Night  
celebrates the anniversary of the failed attempt  
of Guido (Guy) Fawkes to blow up the Houses  
of Parliament.

The Gunpowder Plot

In 1605, Fawkes and his co-conspirators placed  
36 barrels of gunpowder in the cellars directly  
under the Houses of Parliament. They were  
attempting to blow up the King and his ministers 
but wanted to spare the lives of any Catholic  
peers who may be caught up in the explosion. 

This led to an anonymous letter being written to 
MP William Parker, who was Catholic, warning  
him to stay away from Westminster on 5th  
November. The plotters had rented cellars directly 
beneath the Houses of Parliament and filled  
them with enough explosives to damage  
buildings within a 1-mile radius. 

How the plot was foiled

The contents of the letter were made public,  
which prompted a search of Westminster  
Palace by the King's guards. In the early hours  
of 5th November, Fawkes was found guarding  
the explosives and was subsequently arrested.  
He was then sent to the Tower of London to be  
tortured, eventually giving up the names of his 
fellow conspirators. 

Fawkes and the others involved in the Gunpowder 
Plot were tried on January 31st, 1606 and  
sentenced to be hung, drawn and quartered in  
the Old Palace Yard in Westminster. However,  
Guy escaped this fate by jumping from the  
scaffold where he was due to be hung and  
breaking his neck. 
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Remembrance Sunday – Lest  
we forget

Every year, Remembrance Sunday falls on the  
second Sunday in November. It commemorates 
the bravery of British and Commonwealth  
servicemen and women who lost their lives in the 
two World Wars and the conflicts which have  
broken out since. 

Remembrance Sunday always falls the day after 
Armistice Day. This year, on Saturday 11th  
November, Armistice Day marks the 99th  
anniversary of the end of the First World War. 

A weekend of commemoration

Throughout the UK, special ceremonies will be 
held on this weekend at cenotaphs (war  
memorials) in various towns, villages and cities. 
Wreaths are laid by ex-servicemen and women, 
members of the British Legion, local dignitaries 
and organisations to pay respect to those who 
fought for their country and paid the ultimate price.
 
Every year, there is a national ceremony attended 
by the royal family at The Cenotaph in Whitehall, 
London. The Queen and members of the  
Government lay wreaths at the foot of this 
 famous war memorial, followed by a service of 
remembrance conducted by the Bishop of London. 

At 11 am on Remembrance Sunday, the nation 
observes two minutes of silence. This represents 
the guns falling silent on the eleventh hour of the 
eleventh day of the eleventh month in 1918. 

The significance of the red poppy 

On Remembrance Sunday, many people see fit to 
wear a red poppy on their clothing. 

The poppy has long been associated with 
 Remembrance Sunday and this is because, once 
the conflict of World War I drew to a close, it was 
the only plant to grow on the barren battlefields of 
Northern France and Belgium. There are also  
similarities to be drawn between the blood red 

colour of the poppy and the bloodshed which  
happens during times of war.  

In 1915, a Canadian surgeon and artillery  
commander, Major John McCrae, wrote a famous 
poem entitled "In Flanders Fields" about the  
proliferation of the poppy.  It was understood that 
McCrae wrote this after conducting the burial  
service of a young artillery lieutenant. 

The poppy was also adopted as a symbol by  
The Royal British Legion, an organisation which 
provides lifelong support for people in the forces, 
veterans and their families. The current paper  
version of the poppy was introduced in 1982 and 
the sale of these continues to provide vital funds 
for the charity and their work. 

In Flanders Fields
By John McCrae  

In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row,
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.

We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie,
In Flanders fields.

Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.
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Poppy Craft

What you will need:
- Printed or drawn poppy outline
- Red and black tissue paper
- Glue

Step 1 � Cut out the outline of the poppy Step 2 � Start ripping off part of the tissue paper, 
scrunching it up and gluing it onto the paper

Step 3 � Once the paper has been filled in, it 
should look like a poppy!

http://www.greatwar.co.uk/poems/john-mccrae-in-flanders-fields.htm
http://www.greatwar.co.uk/poems/john-mccrae-in-flanders-fields.htm
http://www.britishlegion.org.uk/


World Diabetes Day 

World Diabetes Day falls on the 14th November 
each year and aims to promote a global  
awareness of the condition. This date has  
significance as it marks the birthday of the man 
who co-discovered insulin, Frederick Banting. 

Including the number of people who are living with 
the condition but are undiagnosed, there are an 
estimated 4 million diabetics across the UK. That's 
roughly 1 in every 16 people! You may ready know 
of a friend, relative or child at your setting who  
has diabetes. 

What is it?

Diabetes is a life-long health condition which  
occurs when the level of glucose in the blood is  
too high because it can't enter the body's cells. 
High blood glucose levels can cause serious  
health conditions such as blindness,  
heart disease and kidney failure if left untreated. 

Insulin, a hormone produced by the pancreas, 
plays an important role in regulating glucose 
levels in the body. Normally, after we eat, our  
food is broken down into carbohydrates then  
glucose to be used as energy. In this process, 
insulin can be seen as the "key" which unlocks  
the door to our cells, allowing glucose to enter. 
However, for a diabetic, their pancreas does not 
produce enough insulin to make this  
process possible. 

There are 2 common forms of diabetes which  
can occur: 

Type 1 diabetes is an autoimmune condition 
where the body attacks insulin-producing cells, 
meaning that no insulin is produced. An estimated 
10% of people with diabetes have this form of  
the disease. 

Type 2 diabetes is the most common form of  
the disease, diagnosed in around 90% of  
diabetics. It occurs when the body either doesnt 
make enough insulin or the insulin it makes 
doesn't work properly. 

Symptoms 

There are a variety of symptoms which could 
indicate whether a person has diabetes. In Type 
1 diabetes the following symptoms can develop 
quickly, often over the course of a few weeks. In 
Type 2 diabetes, they are much slower to appear. 
For this reason, people may have Type 2 diabetes 
for a number of years without realising.  

The symptoms of diabetes are grouped under  
the 3P's:
¥ Polyuria - the need to urinate frequently
¥ Polydipsia - increased thirst & fluid intake
¥ Polyphagia - increased appetite

A visit to a GP is the most definitive way to confirm 
whether a person is pre-diabetic or is suffering 
from undiagnosed diabetes. 

Complications 

Long and short-term complications associated 
with diabetes can impact on different parts of the 
body including eyes, heart, kidneys, nerves and 
extremities of the hands and feet.

Those who suffer from diabetes are at risk of  
hypoglycaemia � this is when the glucose level in 
the blood is too low. This could be due to such  
factors as missing or delaying a meal or doing a 
lot of exercise without having extra carbohydrate.
 
The opposite is hyperglycaemia � this is when the 
glucose level in the blood is too high. This could be 
due to such factors as missing a dose of  
medication or eating more carbohydrate than that 
person's body and/or medication can cope with.

Supporting a child with diabetes

Children with diabetes will usually have Type 1, 
requiring regular insulin injections. These injections 
must be taken at appropriate times of the day and 
at the correct dosage. Alongside this, the correct 
amount of carbohydrate must be taken at intervals 
throughout the day.  

It can be helpful to note that certain physical  
activities, such as exercise, and other factors like 
stress or illness can also influence blood sugar  
levels. Therefore, it's essential for care providers 
to be able to recognise what the symptoms are of 
high and low blood sugar levels in a diabetic child 
and be able to react accordingly. 
 
For more detailed information on caring for a child 
with diabetes in school, click here.
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https://www.diabetes.org.uk/guide-to-diabetes/your-child-and-diabetes/schools/school-staff/responsibilities-trained-staff


Becoming a childcare assessor –  
Tom Gore

Here at Parenta, we have a team of over 60  
assessors who are based around the UK. This 
month, we interviewed 1 of our 3 male assessors, 
Tom Gore, to find out how he started his career in 
childcare and how he came to do the  
assessor role:

Tell us a bit about yourself, your hobbies, family 
life etc. 

I live in Windsor with my wife and daughter. We 
moved in two weeks ago but already loving the 
area. I enjoy playing football and tennis,  
watching Brentford FC and going out with my  
family for meals and days out. I also love going  
to the pub with friends. 

How and when did you start your career  
in childcare?

I started working in childcare in 2001 and I started 
off as a nursery assistant to a nursery nurse, team 
leader and I was an assistant deputy as well. I 
have worked in schools as a TA and worked with 
all age groups to the age of 16. I have also worked 
in holiday clubs.

When did you realise you wanted to  
be an assessor?

I realised I wanted a slightly different challenge but 
to stay in Early Years. I thought it would be good to 
pass on my knowledge to nursery  
nurses starting out on the same journey I went on 
to be a brilliant nursery nurse. I am good  
with people and organised, and I thought it would 
be an interesting challenge meeting new people 
and going to different areas. No single day as an 
assessor is ever the same! 

Was it easy to become a qualified assessor?

I qualified through a private company to get my 
CAVA (Certificate in Assessing Vocational  
Achievement) award and it was a mixture of  
online and classroom-based learning where I 
learnt the skills of becoming an assessor. With my 
childcare background, this was helpful with  
securing a job with Parenta. 

What does a typical day look like for you?

I check my emails in the morning, go to normally 
two settings to see my learners where we  
discuss how they are and complete any  
observations and discussions that need doing.  
We also do progressive reviews throughout the 
course where the learner can discuss what they 
are thinking about the course. I also invigilate  
exams for the learners and help them through 
these with resources and teaching and learning 
sessions. When I get home, I complete any  
paperwork and take care of anything which  
needs uploading. 

What do you enjoy most about your role? 

I enjoy meeting my learners, getting them through 
the course and especially working with the  
learners who struggle at first and then gain the 
confidence to do it. 
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What would you say is the most challenging part 
of your role? 

The most challenging part is to get some learners 
motivated, however, this is the most enjoyable part 
as well to see them complete the course at the 
end. 

Would you recommend this career to  
other men?

Yes. You would have to have a background in 
childcare, however, no two days are the same and 
I love being out and about meeting new learners 
and seeing them achieve things they thought they 
couldn't. I wanted to be out of the classroom, but I 
do miss the children! However, with this job, I see 
the children progress through the learners I am 
working with. 

Interested in making a career move to become 
an assessor? Get in contact with our team today 
by filling in an enquiry form! 

-
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Level 1 Introduction to Health, Social Care and 
Children and Young People's Settings

Level 2 Children and Young  
People's Workforce

Level 3 Early Years  
Educator Diploma (EYE)

Assessor Award 

Level 3 Diploma in 
Management

Level 5 Early Years  
Management / Advanced Pathway

Level 2 Playwork

Level 3 Playwork 

Childcare Courses

Click here to apply for 
a course

http://www.parenta.com/childcare-courses/training-enquiry/
http://www.parenta.com/childcare-training-courses/
http://www.parenta.com/childcare-training-courses/


How to encourage young writers

Being able to write is a hugely rewarding activity 
and opens up doors for children, helping them to 
express themselves and make sense of the world 
around them. However, learning to write is a  
complex skill. 

Before children start to use pens, pencils and  
crayons to make marks they need to build up 
gross motor muscle skills. Without the gross  
motor skills (large muscle groups), the fine motor 
skills (small muscle groups) will not be able to  
develop. You can support this by providing plenty 
of physical activities. Using the climbing frame is 
a good way of building these important gross 
motor muscles to help in the process of the child 
being able to write.

As a practitioner, you can also develop these  
gross motor skills by encouraging children to 
dance and use their upper bodies, especially  
moving their arms to the music. If you watch  
"Write Dance", you'll see the children are learning 
to do letter and number movements in the air. 
They think they're having fun and don't realise  
that they're also learning how letters and  
numbers are formed! 

Here are some activities to develop children's fine 
motor skills: 
¥ Use sand or foam in a tough tray to  
 encourage the children to use their fingers   
 and hands to trace patterns in the sand  
 or foam
¥ Encourage the children to use pegs,  
 tweezers and Lego pieces to develop those  
 fine motor skills
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In addition to developing fine motor skills, you can 
consider: 

1) Providing plenty of high-quality materials  
 that children can engage with whenever   
 they feel like it. Stock your rooms full of   
 pens, pencils, crayons, whiteboards   
 and paper.  Children who have the    
  freedom and opportunity to make marks 
  and draw are more likely to engage in the   
 process of writing. 

2) Reading out loud to children often, and   
 with enthusiasm. Reading helps children   
 become familiar with a variety of  
 different texts  and genres. They become   
 more enjoyable and engaging if you vary   
 the intonation and loudness of your voice,  
 get into character, and have fun with it!   
 It's also important to have letters and  
 numbers displayed inside and outside of   
 the setting so that the children can "see"  
 how the letters are formed.   

3) Choosing a book or books that the child   
 can relate to on some level. If the child can  
 relate to the main character or characters,   
 this encourages empathy and can help  
 broaden their repertoire of  
 emotion-rich vocabulary. 

4) Pausing at pivotal moments in the book  
 to reflect on/discuss what's happened.  
 Give children a chance to express or  
 discuss their initial reactions, predictions   
 and responses to the plot as it unfolds.  
 Make reading a two-way process which   
 you explore together. 

5) Supporting parents with their child's  
 literacy development. Children's starting   
 points and fine motor skills will all be vastly  
 different when they start at your setting.  
 Some children will be lucky enough to  
 come from homes where they are exposed  
 to an expressive, language-rich  
 environment. Others may not. Model  
 reading in your setting as an important  
 daily activity and share tips with parents   
 so they can support their children's reading  
 and writing skills at home.  

Looking to take the next step in your childcare 
career? Take a look at the wide range of 
qualifications we offer!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQaxU7VrnY8
http://www.parenta.com/childcare-courses/training-enquiry/
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Managing the roll-out of the  
30-hour offer

Acorns Nursery is a 50 place setting based in the 
grounds of Oaklands College, St Albans. The  
nursery provides day care for children from 3 
months up to 5 years of age. 

We interviewed Wendy Taylor, the nursery's  
manager, to find out how the setting is managing 
the roll-out of the Government's 30-hour offer.

How easy has it been to manage the roll-out of 
the 30 hours at your setting?

It has been difficult to manage the roll-out of 30 
hours, mainly in predicting the full impact and  
determining how to manage the shortfall in  
funding. It has also required a lot of extra work 
particularly in helping parents apply for their  
eligibility codes, applying for funding and liaising 
with other settings. 

What tools or software have helped you do this? 

Our Parenta software, Abacus, has been useful in 
predicting income and in ascertaining eligibility for 
funding. Senior staff attended information  
workshops and business support arranged by 
Hertfordshire County Council. Both of these were 
helpful, also information provided by the NDNA 
and PSLA.

What positives for your setting can you see from 
the 30-hour offer? 

It is difficult to see the benefits at the moment.  
If the extra funding had been targeted at  
vulnerable or struggling families, we would have 
felt the upheaval and extra work were justified. 

Are there any add-ons or services that you’re 
now charging for that you weren’t before? 

We have started charging for food costs for the 
Under 3s, which we have never had to do before. 
This led to three parents withdrawing their children 
from the nursery, as they couldn't manage the 
extra costs.

How do your parents feel about receiving the 
additional 15 hours? 

Parents haven't really commented although I am 
sure they welcome the extra funding. However, 
they have had trouble with the website for  
accessing eligibility codes. Many of them found 
this a very stressful process. There is also a lot of 
confusion regarding updating their eligibility codes.

What are the ongoing challenges you must face 
regarding the 30-hour offer? 

Obviously, minimising the financial impact is the 
biggest challenge. If more parents take up the 
full offer we will be making a larger loss. We feel 
that the next few years will be very testing for our 
nursery.

https://www.oaklands.ac.uk/business-community/acorns
http://www.parenta.com/abacus-nursery-management-software/
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Why fresh content can help your 
website rank higher on Google

Every update you make to your website affects the 
way search engines interact with and rank your 
site. Frequent updates with fresh, original content 
will help your site rank much higher on Google 
and keep visitors coming back. 

Conversely, a website which is infrequently (or  
never) updated will be viewed by search engines 
as 'dead'. Why does this matter? It means that 
your website will rank much further down in the 
search results than any of your competitors who 
regularly update their pages. 

Here, we explore some of the key reasons why 
you need to keep updating your website  
content regularly:

1. Google loves a regularly updated site

83.9% of all internet searches are carried out 
by search engine giant Google. This equates to 
4,464,000,000 a day! Therefore, when you find  
out Google's algorithms take into account the  
frequency that a website is updated, it's a sure 
sign that you need to sit up and take notice.   

A website which is updated at least 2-3 times  
per week is considered a frequently updated  
website by Google. However, the content needs  
to be original, reliable and of good quality.  By 
far the easiest way to provide fresh content is by 
having a blog on your website. Visitors' comments 
count as an update on your site, so publish  
articles which will engage your audience and  
invite people to share their opinions. 

2. Good quality content increases the  
 duration of a visit 

The most obvious reason for you to update your 
website on a regular basis is to give your visitors  
a reason to keep coming back. If a visitor comes  
to your website and finds your pages haven't  
been updated for many years, they can't be sure 

your business is still active. Most likely, they will 
drop off your site fairly quickly.

Conversely, a website which is regularly  
updated with relevant articles is likely to lead to  
an increase in the average amount of time a  
visitor spends browsing your pages. One of the 
most important ranking factors which Google 
takes into account is the duration of a visit. 

3. Regular updates result in frequent  
 indexing by Google

To get better Google search results, you need  
to understand a little more about how search  
engines work. Google uses webs crawlers  
(known as Googlebots) which scan the internet. 
These Googlebots index the relevance of your 
website in relation to a searcher's query. So, the 
more frequently you update your website with 
fresh content, the more frequently these bots will 
be able to index your site. The result? You'll have 
more opportunities to achieve higher rankings, as 
your website position will be reassessed regularly. 

It's worth noting, however, that your website's 
ranking on Google will be the result of a  
combination of other factors. These factors  
include the use of relevant keywords, the number 
of incoming links to the site and the quality of  
the content you publish. 

You may have heard the saying "Content is King" 
and this certainly is the case if you'd to rank  
higher on Google. When considering how to  
optimise your website for search engines,  
regularly publishing good quality content really 
cannot afford to be overlooked. 

Your website's content will help determine how  
often your visitors come back, how you're  
perceived as an authority in your industry and  
how often Google indexes your site. It's also an 
easy way to increase your Google ranking for  
free! With so many considerable benefits, why  
not create a blog for your website today?

Thinking of updating your old website? Fill in an 
enquiry form or speak to our digital team today 
on 0800 002 9242!

https://www.seomark.co.uk/how-does-google-rank-websites/
http://www.parenta.com/2016/07/25/how-to-write-captivating-blogs-for-your-childcare-website/
http://www.parenta.com/websites/
http://www.parenta.com/websites/


Parenta Trust Rally 2018
Change the lives of children in Uganda by signing up to the  
rally today!

We're excited to announce that the next  
Parenta Trust Rally will take place on  
27th June � 1st July 2018. 

For those that haven't heard much about the 
event before, this is a banger car rally which 
starts at Parenta HQ in Maidstone and  
finishes 5 days later in Monaco, having  
travelled through 8 countries!

Sign up today!

http://www.parenta.com/aboutthetrust/maidstone-to-monaco/

